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In this study based on the famous Dion experiments model, we focused on faces and 
names,which are two important dimensions of unfamiliar people noticed when they first meet each 
other.We tried to find out whether different charm levels of faces and names could cause 
"halo effect " when college students judging people.  
In the 1st experiment,we imitated the Dion Experiment to explore whether different charm 
levels of faces and names may lead to halo effects in public communication. In the 2nd experiment, 
we try to find out the impact of different charm levels of faces and names. The 3rd experiment 
discussed the interactional “halo effect” caused by the different charm levels of  faces and names. 
In the 4th Experiment, we took “time” as an experimental variable, to see if there are 
significant differences on “halo effect” when faces and names are presented with time differences 
And we reached the following conclusions： 
1. Different charm levels of faces could cause "halo effect" when college students judge people; 
2. Different charm levels of names could cause "halo effect" when college students judge people; 
3. Faces more easily than names triggered the "halo effect " when college students judge people; 
4. Faces with the simultaneous presentation of names, will lead to greater "halo effect " when 
college students judge people; 
5. A face and a name presented together while either of them has been presented independently 
before will cause greater “halo effect” than ones with neither of them being presented in advance 
when college students judge people.  
 
Based on this study,we make recommendations for educational practice as follows:  
1. Educators should avoid judging students by appearances and never make hasty conclusions 
about their personality, potential, etc. before you have got fully aware of them.Otherwise it will 
easily lead to the failure of educational activities. 
2. Educators should avoid classifying students basing on certain characteristics and presuming that 
they have all other characteristics this group of people own. 
3. Educators should pay more attention to getting comprehensive understanding of the intelligence, 
personality and other aspects of students,to achieve educational purposes with timely adjustment 
of education strategies through avoiding subjective bias.  
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